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1 IntrodutionThe experiment TESIS dediated to EUV imaging spetrosopy of the Sun issheduled to be started at the end of 2007 { early of 2008 on board the Russianspaeraft CORONAS-PHOTON with the aim to provide omplex observa-tions of solar energeti phenomena in the transition region and lower andouter orona with a set of imaging instruments. The organization responsiblefor the experiment TESIS and its instrumental equipment is the Laboratory ofX-ray Astronomy of the Sun (Laboratory XRAS) of the P.N.Lebedev PhysialInstitute of Russian Aademy of Siene (http://tesis.lebedev.ru).The laboratory XRAS began systemati studies of solar EUV radiation in1957. The �rst experiment at a measuring of solar X-rays was arried out byMandel'stam, Efremov and Lebedev aboard the seond Soviet Earth satellitelaunhed on 1957, November 3 (Mandel'Stam, 1965). Sienti� apparatus onsatellite registered many signals, but they all were not due to solar X-ray. Itbeame lear later that these signals were due to radiation belt partiles. Ap-parently, these measurements were the �rst observations of the radiation belts.Afterwards, spae instruments designed by the Laboratory XRAS worked onboard third Soviet satellite (May 15, 1958), spaerafts Cosmos-166 (June 14,1967), Interosmos-1 (Otober 14, 1969), Interosmos-4 (Otober 14, 1970)and on other Soviet spaerafts dediated to observations of the Sun.During the last deade, the Laboratory XRAS arries out its spae experi-ments in the frameworks of Russian programm CORONAS (Complex ORbitalObservatioNs of the Ativity of the Sun) developed in ooperation with Rus-sian Spae Ageny. From 1994 to 2008, this programm assumes the launhof three spaerafts adopted for investigation of the Sun and solar-terrestrialonnetions.The �rst satellite from the three planned, CORONAS-I, was suessfullystarted on Marh 2, 1994 from the osmodrome Plesetsk in the North ofRussia. The sienti� payload of spaeraft inluded the TEREK-K multi-hannel telesope and the RES-K spetroheliometer operating in the EUVband 180-304 �A (Sobelman et al., 1996). In the experiment, the �rst sys-temati observations of the Sun were performed at wavelengths 132, 175 and304 �A with spatial resolution up to 1 arse per ell. Monohromati spetro-grams of the Sun in the bands 8.41-8.43 �A and 180-209 �A without overlappingwere also obtained for the �rst time. Experiment suessfully revealed new as-pets of solar ares in EUV emission. Unfortunately, the sienti� programof the experiment was eased in July 5, 1994 beause of the lost of the satel-lite orientation. Some results obtained during the experiments TEREK-K andRES-K are onsidered by Zhitnik et al. (1999).Email address: bogahev�si.lebedev.ru (S.A. Bogahev).2



The following spaeraft of the CORONAS projet was the CORONAS-Flaunhed in July 31, 2001 (Oraevsky and Sobelman, 2002). On board thesatellite, the Laboratory XRAS arried out experiment SPIRIT to study solarares and high-energeti phenomena during the maximum of solar ativitywith multihannel telesope SRT-C and spetroheliograph RES-C (Zhitnik etal., 2003a). Over four years of observations, from July 31, 2001 to Deember 6,2005, SPIRIT obtained about 100 000 images of the full Sun at wavelengths175 �A and 304 �A, more than 200 000 monohromati images of the Sunin the MgXII 8.42 �A line and about 10 000 spetroheliograms in the 177-207 �A and 285-335 �A bands. The data obtained during the experimentharaterize the dynamis of solar plasmas with a temperature 10 5�10 7 K ontime sale from several seonds to tens of day and spatial sale from thousandsto hundreds of thousands of kilometers. Main results of the experiment SPIRITare summarized in Zhitnik et al. (2003b, 2006).Basing upon its previous spae projets, the Laboratory XRAS develops thenext experiment, TESIS, whih will take plae on board the third spaeraftof the CORONAS programm { CORONAS-PHOTON. The experiment is di-reted at aquiring data on the physial parameters and spatial struture ofplasma in the transition region and in the inner and outer orona with theaim to solve the following fundamental problems of solar physis: (1) the studyof mehanisms of solar wind generation and oronal heating, (2) the develop-ment of methods for spae weather foreasting, (3) the study of the produtionand evolution of high-temperature plasmas in the orona, and (4) the analysisof proesses of magneti energy aumulation and release before and duringares. Spatial, spetral and temporal harateristis of the TESIS is improvedsigni�antly ompared with harateristis of its predeessor, SPIRIT. This islargely determined by the last year's progress in prodution of high-resolutionoptis based on multilayer normal-inidene mirrors.In the present paper, we give a brief desription of the TESIS experimentfrom the viewpoints of the spaeraft harateristis in Setion 2, the sien-ti� instruments in Setion 3, and the onboard data proessing and telemetryrate in Setion 4. In the Setion 5 we disuss the sienti� objetives of theexperiment.2 The spaeraftThe CORONAS-PHOTON is to be launhed at the end of 2007{early of 2008from the osmodrome Plesetsk ( latitude 62Æ43', longitude 40Æ17'; Arkhangelskregion) into a nearly irular orbit of about 550 km altitude, 82.5Æ inlinationand 95 min period (Kotov et al., 2001). Eah three months, the orbit of thespaeraft will beome ompletely illuminated for a period of 10-20 days, pro-3



viding possibilities for ontinuous observations of the Sun during about a halfof its period of rotation.The satellite will arry 12 sienti� instruments (X-ray and gamma-ray tele-sopes and spetrometers, harged partiles analyzers, monitors of X-ray andultraviolet radiation and a magnetometer) with total weights of about 540 kg(see http://www.astro.mephi.ru/english/e photon.htm). The weight of spae-raft with two external solar panels is equal to 1900 kg. Solar sell panels haveto supply about 800 W of eletri power during a day.The spaeraft will be stabilized along the axis Z whih is pointed at the enterof the Sun with auray of about 1 ar se s�1, while the plane X-Y rotatesaround axis Z. Stability of the angular veloity will be of the order 0:005Æ perse. Note that the TESIS will inlude own sensors based on star trakers forabsolute pointing of spaeraft with an auray of 10 ar se.Daily telemetry rate of CORONAS-PHOTON is assumed to be 8.2 Gbit. Thelife time of the mission will be 5 years.3 TESIS Sienti� InstrumentsThe experiment TESIS on board spaeraft CORONAS-PHOTON will inlude5 sienti� instruments: the MgXII Imaging Spetroheliometer (MISH), theEUV Spetroheliometer (EUSH), two Full-disk EUV Telesopes (FET) andthe Solar EUV Coronograph (SEC). Below we briey desribe the tehnialdetails of these instruments. The summary is given in Table II.In addition to instruments listed above, the TESIS inludes X-ray photometer-spetroheliometer SphinX designed by Spae Researh Center of Polish Aade-my of Siene (Sylwester et al., 2006).3.1 MgXII Imaging Spetroheliometer (MISH)The MISH is an imaging spetroheliometer for registration of monohromatiimages of the Sun in the narrow spetral region, whih overs a resonane dou-blet of the hydrogen-like ion MgXII with wavelengths 8.418 �A and 8.423 �A.This spetral region is hosen to get information about the temperature,spatial distribution and dynamis of high-temperature plasmas in ative re-gions and solar ares. The X-ray radiation is foused on the CCD detetorof 2048 � 2048 pixels by spherial mirror made from the bent quartz [10�10℄rystal. The bloking of visible light is provided with two 3.6 � mylar �lter(at the entrane window and in the front of detetor), both sides of whih is4
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Fig. 1. The TESIS sienti� instruments: MgXII Imaging Spetroheliometer (leftpanel) and EUV Spetroheliometer (right panel).oated with 0.15 � Al. The angular size of a CCD pixel is on the order of2 ar se. The MISH �eld of view is equal to 1Æ:15 and overs the Sun andabove-limb regions with the aim to observe high altitude hot strutures in theorona. The spetroheliometer is dediated to high-adene observations withtemporal interval less than 10 seonds in the full frame mode.3.2 EUV Spetroheliometer (EUSH)The EUSH is an imaging spetroheliometer operating in the band 285-335 �A.This band overs HeII, SiIX, SiXI, FeXIV-FeXVI, MgVIII, NiXVIII, CaXVII,AlIX, FeXXII and other spetral lines formed at temperatures through from5� 10 4 to 1:2� 10 7 K.The optial layout of EUSH inludes objetive grazing inidene di�rationgrating and normal inidene multilayer paraboli mirror. The visible light isbloked by thin-�lm �lters installed in entrane of the instrument and oatedon the 1024� 2048 bakside CCD.The EUSH is aimed at multi-wavelength spetral diagnosti of oronal plasma.In ontrast to slit spetrometers whih register only the small area of the Sun,the EUSH enables to arry out detailed diagnosti of isolated phenomena in5
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Fig. 2. The TESIS sienti� instruments: Full-disk EUV Telesopes (left panel) andSolar EUV Coronograph (right panel).the whole solar atmosphere. The angular resolution of the spetroheliometerdepends on the diretion. In perpendiular to dispersion (Y-axis of the image),the resolution is about 4.4 ar se. Along the dispersion (X-axis), the imageswill be ompressed by a fator of � 20. This allows to separate the imagesof the Sun obtained in di�erent spetral lines. Angular resolution along thisdiretion will be � 1:5 ar min.3.3 Full-disk EUV Telesopes (FET)The FET inludes two normal-inidene Hershelian telesopes with multi-layer mirrors. The �rst telesope operates in 130-136 �A spetral region withFeXX 132.84 �A and FeXXIII 132.91 �A lines. The seond one overs 290-320 �A spetral region entered at the HeII 303.8 �A line. The images obtainedby �rst telesope will provide data on spatial distribution and dynamis ofvery hot oronal plasma with a temperature higher than 107 K. Intense emis-sion in the line HeII 303.8 �A is mainly produed in the transition layer witha temperature lower than 105 K. The telesopes may operate simultaneouslyor in a sequene depending of operating mode.The Sun's image if both instruments are formed by paraboli mirrors with6



multilayered oatings. The visible light is bloked by thin-�lm pre�lters plaedafter the front panel of the instrument and ones oated on the CCDs. Theentrane windows of the HeII-telesope is equipped with an arti�ial moon.This allows to observe the orona from 0.2 to 4 solar radii by inlining themirror with pointing and fousing mehanism.The image detetors of FET are bakside CCDs of 2048 � 2048 pixels. The�elds of view over the whole Sun. The angular resolution of both telesopesis on the order of 1.7 ar se/pixel. The temporal resolution depends on theoperating mode: for full frame images it equals to 10 seond, while partial-frame images may be registered with up to 1 se time resolution.3.4 Solar EUV Coronograph (SEC)The SEC is a solar oronograph based on the Rithey-Chretien sheme. TheSEC operates in the spetral band 290-320 �A entered at the lines SiXI303.3 �A and HeII 303.8 �A. Its �eld of view is equal to 2Æ:5 whih oversthe inner and outer orona through from the solar limb from 0.7 to 4 solarradiuses.Optial system of the SEC inludes two mirrors, primary and seondary ones,whih reet and fous EUV emission on the image detetor { bakside CCDof 2048� 2048 pixels. The optial radiation of the Sun is suppressed by Alu-minium thin-�lm pre�lter in the entrane window of Rithey-Chretien ob-jetive. The seond �lter to hoose energy band is plaed in front of CCDdetetor. The intense light from solar disk is redued with an oulting maskoated on the surfae of CCD.
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Table 1TESIS sienti� instrumentsMgXII Imaging Spetroheliometer (MISH)Instrument Soft X-ray full-disk Bragg spetroheliometerwith spherial bent rystal [10�10℄ mirrorBragg angle 82Æ:08Wavelength band MgXII 8.418 �A and 8.423 �A doubletFoal length 1376 mmMirror Aperture 71� 103 mmField of view 1Æ:15 (Full solar disk)Angular resolution � 2 ar se/ pixelCadene up to 1 s (partial frame) { 10 se (full frame)Image detetor bakside CCD of 2048 � 2048 pixelsCCD pixel size 13:5 � 13:5 �mEUV Spetroheliometer (EUSH)Instrument EUV full-disk spetroheliometerwith grazing inidene di�ration gratingand fousing multilayer paraboli mirrorWavelength band 280-330 �AFoal length 600 mmEntrane Aperture 5� 80 mmSpetral lines HeII, SiIX, SiXI, FeXIV-FeXVI, MgVIII,NiXVIII, CaXVII, AlIX, FeXXII and othersField of view 1Æ:24 (Full solar disk ompressed along dispersion)Angular resolution � 4.4 ar se (perpendiular to dispersion)� 1.5 ar min (along dispersion)Cadene 30-600 sImage detetor bakside CCD of 1024 � 2048 pixelsCCD pixel size 13� 13 �m
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Table 2TESIS sienti� instruments - ontinueFull-disk EUV Telesopes (FET)Instrument Hershelian telesopeswith multilayer paraboli mirrorsWavelength band (telesope I) 130-136 �AWavelength band (telesope II) 290-320 �AFoal length 1600 mmMirror Aperture 100 mm diameterField of view 1Æ:0 (Full solar disk)Angular resolution � 1.7 ar seCadene up to 1 s (partial frame) { 1 min (full frame)Image detetor bakside CCD of 2048 � 2048 pixelsCCD pixel size 13:5 � 13:5 �mSolar EUV Coronograph (SEC)Instrument oronograph based on the Rithey-Chretien shemeWavelength band 290-320 �AFoal length 600 mmAperture ring aperture (25 and 85 mm diameters)Field of view 2Æ:5 (inner and outer orona from 0.7 to 4 solar radii)Angular resolution � 5 ar seTemporal resolution up to 600 sImage detetor bakside CCD of 2048 � 2048 pixelsCCD pixel size 13:5 � 13:5 �m
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4 Onboard data proessing and telemetry rateProessing of information and ontrol on the instruments are ahieved byTESIS onboard miroomputer, whih inludes a CPU with 66 MHz tatfrequeny, a 1 Mbyte read-only memory (ROM) for storage of unhangeableprior-to-ight instrution, and a 128 Mbyte RAM for data storage.The TESIS miroomputer is responsible for the following funtions:(1) Control on devies for mehanial units, CCD units, and power supplies.(2) Data gathering from the instruments.(3) Data proessing and formatting into the telemetry stream.(4) Data reording to and data dump from the RAM.(5) The hoie of a working ylogram for a given observing mode.The data storage system of the CORONAS-PHOTON spaeraft allows au-mulation of up to 1000 ompressed full-frame images before their outputtingto the telemetri system. This number of images orresponds to several daysof the TESIS work. This avoid loss of the data when the ground-stations arenot available during long time. The ontrol on the data reord, read and over-write is exeuted by the onboard software whih may operate in automatialmode. The TESIS has a exible system of the instrutions whih may bereprogrammed in ight on ommand from Earth.Data aquired with the TESIS instruments will be telemetered to Earth withdaily rate of 0.5 Gbyte. This is 50 % of summary daily telemetry from thespaeraft CORONAS-PHOTON. For arhiving and sienti� analysis, all thedata will be �nally stored in a database system of Lebedev Physial Institutein Mosow.5 Sienti� TasksThe TESIS is a unique spae experiment based on the methods of imagingspetrosopy of the full Sun. The instruments of TESIS are ombined togetherwith the aim to simultaneously obtain images and spetra of the Sun withhigh angular and spetral resolution in narrow EUV bands haraterizing thevarious temperature layers of the solar atmosphere.TESIS observations over the whole Sun and inner and outer orona up to thedistane of 4 solar radii at wide temperature range from 10 5 to 2 � 10 7 K.This guarantees simultaneous observations for most solar phenomena at di�er-ent heights in the solar atmosphere. Thanks to high sensitivity, wide dynami10



range and exible ommand system, the TESIS will provide high-quality ob-servations of not only ares but also faint pre-are and post-are objets. Thenon-are data provides ritially important information about mehanisms ofmagneti energy aumulation and storage in solar ative regions. It is aninteresting objetive to be examined in detail.All the TESIS instruments have �eld of view more than 1Æ. This gives signif-iant possibilities to observe morphology and dynamis of large-sale oronalloops with the aim to reveal the magneti struture of the outer solar orona.In this respet, we expet to obtain the most important information with thewide-�eld oronograph SEC and the spetroheliometer EUSH.Comparison of are images taken simultaneously with MISH in the line MgXII8.42 �A (T� 10 MK) and FET in the spetral range 130-136 �A (T� 12 MK)will be of importane to loate isolated hot and super-hot regions in the solarorona and measure temperature of plasma in the aring loop strutures,above-lop-top soures and usp-like regions. This will give muh-improvedphysial interpretation of the energy release in solar ares.We expet that TESIS will beome an important part of the international pro-gramm of ollaborative observations of the Sun with ground-based and near-earth telesopes during the rasing phase and the maximum of urrent yle ofsolar ativity. Solar ares have many aspets, whih may be ompletely lari-�ed only with ooperation of optial, radio and X-ray observations. the TESISwill make important ontribution, to this ooperation, whih will inrease ourknowledge about the Sun and the mehanisms of solar ativity.ReferenesMandel'Stam, S. I., X-Ray Emission of the Sun, Spae Siene Reviews, 4,587, 1965Zhitnik, I. A.; Kuzin, S. V.; Urnov, A. M.; Keenan, F. P.; Pin�eld, D. J.,FeXII emission lines in solar ative regions observed by the RES-C spe-troheliograph on the CORONAS-I mission, Mon. Not. R. Astron. So., 308(1), 228-232, 1999SobelMan, I. I.; Zhitnik, I. A.; Ignat'ev, A. P.; et al, X-ray spetrosopy of theSun in the 0.84-30.4 nm band in the TEREK-K and RES-K experiments onthe KORONAS-I satellite, Astronomy Letters, 22 (4), 539-554, 1996Oraevsky, V. N.; Sobelman, I. I., Comprehensive Studies of Solar Ativity onthe CORONAS-F Satellite, Astronomy Letters, 28 (6), 401-410, 2002Zhitnik, I.; Kuzin, S.; Afanas'ev, A.; Bugaenko, O.; Ignat'ev, A.; Krutov, V.;Mitrofanov, A.; Oparin, S.; Pertsov, A.; Slemzin, V.; Sukhodrev, N.; Umov,A., XUV observations of solar orona in the SPIRIT experiment on board11
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